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Roland td 25kvx

The TD-25KX is a middle-order electronic drum that allows successful drummers to enjoy the highest level of V-Drums, with visual influence and a sense of play, making the drummer famous. The TD-25KVX, equipped with an audio source engine from the flagship TD-30, delivers the world's top V-Drums roland the most hinged
professional drummers in the world. Its smooth interface makes it easy to create its own dedicated drum sets, and the built-in audio recording allows you to record your performances, allowing you to rate or share them as a person. Other excellent features include a naturally perennial 12-inch two-layer amplifying drum face perturbed
plate, Little Drums with Point Position Sensing to enhance performance, and can be combined with the use of general small drum stacks, resulting in aflexible configuration, 10-inch mesh surface drum surface, with a natural sense of play, VH-11 V-Hi-Hat allows you to play with real hi-hat playing skills. The KD-180 drum has an 18-ink true
traditional drum shell and built-in perk system for an incredible feel for traditional drum playing and a strong gas field appearance. The advanced SuperNATURAL ultra-real sound source, inherited from the leading TD-30, is comparable to the sound quality and performance of the superior V-Drum Simple intuitive operating interface for fast
switching by setting 122 layers of eye drums for each drum and cymbal in a customized drum set Face P D-128S-BC drum beat plate with point position sensing i rho shot/cross stick playing these vaulder with three 10-in-an-100 two-layer bob surface V H-11 V-Hi-Hat can be mounted on standard traditional hi-hat slots, Providing realistic
action and natural traditional cymbal performances two CY-12C 12-in-12-intricas pad, can represent natural movement ing, life/face sensor and sub-control of strangulation; CY-13R 13-in-13-in-13-hour ride is naturally shaking in the game i has cymbal/face/heart-picking-sensing KD-180 drum beat plate, Use 18-inch traditional shell drums,
Show traditional drumming and powerful visual play with WAV/MP3 music, and save your recordings as audio files on usb portable drive Built-in Coach Rhythm Coach features exercises your drum skills Fast enabled beaters with exclusive screen, Keys for shutting down/exchanging speed Button equipped USB-om to connect to the
audio/MIDI transmission TD-25KVX transmission offers excellent performance experience, a view from the electronic origin of boba TD-30 Roland SuperNATURAL technology u combined with behavior modeling. The original engine course and adaptively reflect all your performance details, providing dynamic, interactive responses that
allow you to enjoy higher musical performances. Whether it's a ring shot of a drum, a drum, a decorative tone and a ghost note, to a powerful collision in an accident, and which continues to grow stronger to weaker, any sensitive dynamic change in performance is extremely accurate and fluid. High quality and excellent gameplay The V-
Hi-Hat can be installed on a standard hi-hat stand, supporting open/closed movements and cymbal/edge sounds, allowing you a complete demonstration of traditional gaming skills. The KD-180 drum brings a sense of the traditional drum and a strong gas field indisputably, and the traditional drum brings satisfaction and stage momentum.
If you like the feeling of playing your traditional drums, the KD-180 drums will give you an instant sense of familiarity, using Roland's innovative air-to-air mechanism to work with an 18-stick traditional drum shell that pushes the air and provides resistance when the drum beats the surface of the drum. At the same time, the KD-180 brings
powerful visual representations on stage. It provides a stable, consistent and accurate pick-up sound and is perfectly compatible with the use of large double pedal drums. Call a group of drums to play instantly via an intuitive interface, TD-25KVX's audio source machine allows you to instantly enjoy the full sound of different musical styles
of performance. Although holding the drum rod is so easy to handle, using a large central pivot table, you can quickly select a variety of drums based on a range of music, such as standard drums, rock, jazz, electronics and other drum sets. When you select a style, press PivotTables to switch between different changes to the drum group.
Next time, you're ready to start playing drums! Customize your personal drum set TD-25KVX for easy sound editing to suit your playback style or specific music style. Simply tap the pane to make its sound, then you can use the panel button to select the tones of the instrument and adjust the tones, silence and volume. Quick and easy
operation quickly regulates the drum, allowing you to define the tones and change the silence and shutting down all the drums at once. The settings you are editing will be automatically saved without the need for redundant procedures. Even if you're not happy with the latest customization changes, you can easily undo the settings you set
when you first selected the drum group. Play with music and record audio Want to improve with music? Simply attach a USB carrier drive that stores your favorite WAV/MP3 songs and you can play with them. In addition to normal playback, you can repeat paragraphs you want to strengthen, or slow down to help keep pace with music and
learn how to play quick decorative sounds. In addition, you can connect your smartphone to the incoming audio terminal and play with your music library or songs online. Drum source machine is equipped with a USB interface that provides a convenient connection that allows you to record sound directly with MIDI data on your DAW
recording software. Specification Configuration Drum source machine: TD-25 x 1 V-Pad (small drum): PD-128S-BC x 1 V-Pad (tom 1, tom 2, tom 3): x 3 V-Hi-hat: VH-11 x 1 V-Cymbal crash: CY-12C x 2 V-Cymbal ride: CY-13R x 1 1 Drum: KD-180 x1 (recommended) Drum stack: MDS-9SC x1 (recommended optional) Extra picker input
hole 1 (AUX) accessory Set-up guide Optional cymbal zavojem: MDY serija Pershing board bracket: MDH serija Personal drum listening speaker: PM series stereo slušalke: RH-300V V-Drums Accessories Pack: DAP- 3X V-Drums Original Carpet: TDM-10, TDM-20 size (using MDS-9SC)) je širok 1.300 mm 51-3/16 51-3/16 Depth of
1,200 mm 47-1/4 inches High 1,250 mm 49-1/4 inches Weight (including MDS-9SC drums) weight 25.1 kg 55 lbs 6 oz If you have questions about your Roland product, check our Knowledge Base for the Common Market. You can also contact our product support department by phone or e-mail. In addition, we have a library of proprietary
manuals and support documents that you can download and reference. TD-25KVX enables professional drummers to experience expressive, visual and unbound performances of V-Drums with the help of medium-sized drum sets. Thanks to a superNATURAL resource configured for TD-30, a high-quality product, TD-25KVX brings you a
performance of the award-winning Roland V-Drums and a choice of professional drummer. Not only can you create your own drums through a user-friendly interface, but you can also use the built-in audio recording feature to record and evaluate and share your own performances. Other features include a 12-in-11 double drum beat pad
with military drum positioning and can be mounted on a commercially available military drum stand; A 10-嗵 drum beat pad with a more natural feel; and VH-11 V-step 镲, which truly reproduces the traditional drum 镲-镲. Click here for details of the extended warranty period for drum products to 2 years. The supernatural ultra-realistic
sound source, which follows the flagship TD-30, is comparable to the sound quality and deductive expressiveness of high-quality V-Drums, i intuitive and handy interface gives you a quick customize of bobs i 镲 parts u drum with icon-tap sensor for precise 12-inch double drum strike pad PDX-12 8S-BC which identifies the dynamic i of the
depth, can be fixed to 3 10-incre px-100 double mesh drum cheek 嗵 drum impact pads on the drum stand You can mount a VH-1 1 V-step 镲 on a standard traditional 镲-stepping 镲-9s to make the reality is the reproduction of traditional boba-stepping 镲 gameplay techniques A pair of 12-intricate CY-12C镲-piece impact lobsters that
support double-eyed I sound control is given three nod and swings naturally during performance of acoustic drums carusom from 18 an ounce , a it's comparable to the acoustic bob i has a predian visual effect on the KD-180 drum Playing together and storing as a sound file on a USB stick Built-in function coach will help you improve your
gameplay skills Quickly turn on beater USB ports with a dedicated interface, Keys for shutting/deciling i speed knobs for audio/MIDI data transfer from calculator TD-25KVX give you the ideal performance experience thanks to the behavioral simulation ultra-real technology of Roland's flagship TD-30. The source will, of course, respond
sincerely to the punch you play and give you a dynamic deductive expressiveness. Whether it's side-knocking, rolling, decorative, spiritual or strong chopping 镲seding and extensions, subtle dynamic changes are accurate and fluid. Comparable to the deductive expressiveness of high-quality V-Drums V-Drums The V-镲 can be installed
on a standard 镲 stand 镲 and supports open/closed shocks 镲 and double triggers, allowing you to fully demonstrate the playing abilities of traditional drums. The KD-180 gives you the same sense of acoustic drumming and beautiful visual impressions, as there is no doubt about the satisfaction you get when playing traditional acoustic
drums. If you're obsessed with the feeling your acoustic bottom drum brings you, the KD-180 drum can give you this familiar feeling. This is due to Roland's innovative technology for air dumping combined with an 18-inco acoustic drum cavity that promotes air movement and resistance to the hammer surface of the drum, resulting in a
stable and precise trigger and a clean drum sound base. In addition, KD-180 has excellent visual representations on each stage. It provides stable, continuous and accurate triggering, as well as dual pedaling. The intuitive TD-25KVX playback interface at any time, ready to call, allows you to choose the best tone for any style of music.
Even with a drumming stick, you can quickly choose from a variety of musical styles, such as standard, rock, jazz, electronics, etc., by turning large wheels on the plate. When you select a style of music, you can press the wheel to switch the drum tone changes. And then what? Let's play! Custom-only drums with TD-25KVX can easily
edit sounds that match your own impact force or interpret style. You can use the panel button to select a percussion piece and fine-relauting the tone, tone, and electro-equality parameters. The shortcut also works 嗵 and easy, allowing you to define tones and at the same time change the 嗵 and drum tones. Edited settings are
automatically saved without additional actions. If you don't want to save the latest operation, you can easily undo it to return to the drum settings you previously selected. Follow music and recording, want to improvise? Simply plug in a USB stick with WAV/MP3 music and you will be able to play with them. Not only can you play at normal
speed, but you can also loop through a certain paragraph or slow down to practice a booming rhythm. You can connect and play your smartphone with music from a downloaded music library. You can record your performance (record music) as a usb stick audio file and share it with you on an online platform. The USB ports configured by
the source also offer convenience for recording audio and MIDI data with DAW software. Technical indicator Drum configuration Drum source: TD-25 x 1 V-Pad: PD-128S-BC x 1 V-Pad (嗵 Drum 1, 嗵 Drum 2, 嗵 Drum 3): PDX-100 x 3 V-Hi-hat 镲: VH-11 x 1 V-Cymbal Shatter 镲: CY-12C x 2 V-Cymbal Dinging 镲 : CY-13R x 1 Drum: KD-
180 x1 Drum Reck: MD-1 S-9SC x1 External Trigger Input Interface 1 (AUX) Accessories Installation Guide Option (second purchase) 镲-piece fixer: MDY series hit pad MDH series personal auditory: PM series stereo headphones: RH-300V V-Drums accessories kit: DAP-3 V-Drums drum gop: TDM-10, TDM-20 Size i (using MMD-9SC))
Width 1,300 mm 51-3/16 inch Depth 1,200 mm 47-1/4 inches Height 1,250 mm 49-1/4 inches inches (including IMF-9SC stand) Weight 25.1 kg 55 lbs 6 oz If you have problems using Roland, BOSS, V-MODA products, contact us by phone or email. In addition, we have provided you with a technical support documentation for the
download and reference, and if the product support documentation is available, it will appear in the list below. If you have problems using Roland, BOSS, V-MODA products, contact us by phone or email. In addition, we have provided you with a technical support documentation for the download and reference, and if the product support
documentation is available, it will appear in the list below.
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